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Some experiments at the 4 MW FRM reactor are described:
1. The measurement of conversion electrons after slow neutron

capture.
2. The use of neutron conducting tubes for neutron capture gamma

ray- measurements.
3. A neutron crystal spectrometer with extremely high energy

resolution.
4« Low temperature irridiation of solids with fast neutrons.
5. The neutron gravity refractometer to determine neutron

scattering amplitudes*

I. Neutron-Capture Conversion-Electrons (T»von Egidy) __
The measurement of lev; energy and high energy neutron-

capture gamma-rays has provided very much information in the
last years on the structure of many nuclei. A complementary
method, is the measurement of neutron-capture conversion-eiec-
trons. The energy accuracy of magnetic electron spectrometers
is superior to Ge(Li) gamma detectors below about 2 MeV and
superior to crystal gamma spectrometers above about 1 MeV.
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Therefore the electron measurements give within a large
energy range very good energy values. The most important-
feature of conversion-electron spectra is the possibilty
they afford to deduce the multipolarities of transitions
from the intensities of the conversion-electron lines. With
the roultipolarities of transitions one can determine the
parities of nuclear levels and limits to the spins of levels.
Transitions with EO jnultipolariiy or with low energy and
high raultipolarity cannot be observed in the gairana spectrum
but only in the conversion-electron spectrum.

Not many groups measure neutron-capture conversion-elec-
trons, because there are several experimental difficulties
in particular those caused by the high background. One has
to use a very thin target in beta spectrometry (some lOOug/c
so that the electrons do not lose energy within the target.
The amount of material which may emit background radiation
is very much larger. There are two possible arrangements at
a r'eactor. The external target geometry uses a conventional
beta spectrometer with the target in an external neutron
beam. The internal target geometry has the target close to
the reactor core and the electrons are extracted through a
collimator. The first method permits easy change of the
target and coincidence measurements, the second method has
the advantage of higher intensity. Most of the present ex-
periments have used magnetic spectrometers. Only one group
has applied a semiconductor spectrometer. In this case the
electrons are guided 25 cm with a strong magnetic field of
a superconducting solenoid to reduce the background. For
further details see references /1,2/.

The electron spectrometer at the Munich reactor is shown
in fig. 1 /3,4/. The target is in'a tangential evacuated
beam tube close to the reactor core. The electrons pass
within the beam tube through the wall to the magnetic spectro
meter. The magnetic earth field has to be shielded or com-
pensated so that electrons are not deflected. The spectro-
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meter consists of a 9O° magnetic sector field which has an
inhomogeneous ( 1/r) and a homgeneous part. This combination
gives double focussing and a momentum resolution between
O.l% and O.2%. The electrons are detected with a proportional
.counter. The registration is completely automatic. The solid
angle is only 1O""J of 4?r, because of the 5 m distance bet-
ween the target and the spectrometer. But this is in part
compensated by the large target size of 1O cm . The target
can be biased with 12 kV to preaccelerate the electrons.
This instrument is the only one which can measure electron,
energies from O keV to 10 MeV. Conversion coefficients to
transitions between 3 and 9 MeV were first measured in Munich
and this initiated many papers on this field.

An example of recent results on the Eu(n,e) Eu re-152action is shown in fig. 2 /S/. The nucleus Eu is very
interesting, because it is in the transition region between
deformed and more spherical nuclei where theoretical pre-
dictions are difficult. The figure, shows the low energy part
of the spectrum which revealed the first time transitions to
the 9 h isomeric state.

3. Use of Neutron Conducting Tubes for (n,y)- Experiments
(p. Rabenstein)

In the measurement of therraal-neutron-capture gamma rays,
the "internal geometry", where the target under investigation
is placed in the high-flux region of a reactor, can give,
at present , sensitivity and signal-to-background ratio
superior to that of the "external geometry", where the
neutron beam extracted from the reactor is absorbed in a
target close to the detector (see /6/). Nevertheless, an
external target is often preferred because, among other ad-
vantages, the target material does not become intensely
radioactive, and because coincidence measurements of different
types are possible.

If the external beam is extracted from the reactor in
the normal way, by use of a collimating channel and a fast
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neutron and gamma ray filter (like Ei) , the experimenter
is forced to place his detector near the reactor wall,
where the y -background from the reactor and from other ex-
periments is high. Neutron guide tubes allow the conduction
of a neutron becra, without considerable loss of flux, to
a laboratory with very low gamma background, while almost
completely eliminating the eranuna and fast neutron radiation
from the reactor core and, at the i»ame time, reducing the
low energy neutron flux much less than a Bi filter.

Fig. 3 shows such a neutron guide system installed at the
FRM; The entrance. of the tube has to be rather close to,
the reactor core (about 1 in) to make sure that the angular
range available to the neutron guide tube is fully illuminated.
Since only neutrons, whose wave number component vertical
to the reflecting guide wall is less than

(N « atoms/cm0, a = coherent scattering length)
are reflected, slight bending of a long enough tube makes
it possible
- to choose the mean neutron energy most adapted to a specific

experiment imposing an upper energy limit on the neutron
beam leaving the guide tube

- to shield very effectively against the direct y flux from
the reactor core (in fig. 3 by borated water) .

* •

In Fig. 3 different experiments are provided with neutron
beams from the same main neutron guide (two other guides
originating in the game channel are not shown)? the (n,y)~
experiment is protected by a concrete wall against diffuse
radiation from the reactor and against the other experiments.
Thus they -background is nearly as low as when the reactor
is switched off. For more details about construction theory
and application of neutron conducting tubes see /7-1O/ .

To use the low y -background offered by neutron guides the
following precautions must be taken 6
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- the distance of the passage of the neutron beam through
air must be kept very small (about 6.5 per cent of neutrons
are scattered out or captured on 1 m of air); much care
should be given to the design of windows

- the target should be surrounded by enough Li to absorb .
scattered neutrons

- the neutron reflecting tube should end some distance t»e~
fore the target because of the background created by un-
avoidable losses

- collimators and beam catcher should be far enough from
the target

- as few isotopes as possible should be used in the material
surrounding target and detector and their captxire cross
section should be low.

Fig. 4 shows schematically the influence of these different
background sources and the order of V1 -ray dosis as caused
by the neutron beam.

In Munich the y-tay dosis in the filtered neutron beam
(seen by the target) is about a factor of 5OO higher than
that in the guide beam (value of y -ray dosis in the filtered
beam from J. Glôckner, unpublished). The average capture cross
section of the subthermal neutrons in the guide beam is 2.5
times higher than that of thermal neutrons. Both these factors
together result in a signal-to-background-ratio which is
nearly a factor of 1O higher in the neutron guide case.

The background without n-beam, on the other hand, is at
least 50 tintas higher at the filtered-beam-experiment position
and constitutes together with the in-beam 9 -background a
considerable disadvantage in jr-V' coincidence experiments where
large solid angles of the detectors require small distances
between target and detectors, thus hindering effective shield-
ing and limiting the strenght of the capture source. If the
neutron beam is chopped the low tf-background without n-beam
provides especially good conditions for the measurement of
y -rays originating from states produced by (n,\T)-reactions
and decaying with half-lives from 1OO sec to 1O msec. Tapered
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neutron guides with decreasing widths might be useful in
connection with very small amounts of target material. They
increase the n~flux at the target position by increasing
the neutron solid angle; however, at the cost of increased
JT -background .

3 , A Meut rpn C ry s t a 3. jŜ eĉ ô ê eĵ  jtfitĥ  j;xj:rê je 1^ ̂
Resolution (A, Heideinann)

Cold neutron scattering experiments have shown that the
inelastic and quasielastic compounds give essential in-
formation on the dynamics of matter. The experimental methods
used so far gave energy resolutions down to 10 ev. The re-
solution of this new instrument proposed by Maier-Leibnitz
is more than one order of magnitude better. This enables
more detailed studies of the diffusive, broadening of the
incident line in some special liquids with high viscosity
and even the investigation of small energy changes due to
hyperfine magnetic or quadrupol splittings in crystals
(inelastic spin-fliprscattering).

The basic idea of this spectrometer is as follows /II/:
If neutrons are Bragg-reflected under a Bragg angle near
9O° (the so called back-scattering) one obtains extremely
monochromatic neutrons. The energy resolution is given by
the derivation of the BSagg equation :

r. 2 *»•„*',
-»Here k is the wayevector of the neutron, T is the vector of

the reciprocal lattice. If the Bragg-angle $ is near 90°,
in ideal crytaIs the primary extinction is mainly respon-
sible for the energy resolution. The dynamical theory of

~5 —4diffraction gives values of ÛT/V between 1O to 1O .
Therefore one can obtain in a spectrometer a relative energy-4resolution of about 1O if one uses back-scattering for the
production of the incident and for the energy analysis of the
scattered neutrons.
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a) • Experimental set-up (fig. 5)
The instrument is installed at the end of a 33 m long curved
neutron guide/ built up of polished glass plates. The neutron
beam enters a straight guide-tube of quadratic cross section
which is continued by a second one with rectangular cross
section (same width, double height). The neutrons are then
back-reflected by the (111)-planes of a silicon crystal-.
About 50% of the back-reflected monochromatic neutrons enter
a converging guide-tube ("trcmpet") built up with nickelled
glass plates. By this the beem cross section is reduced by
a factor tv;o without losing intensity. The sample is mounted
in a cryostat at the exit of the trompet. About 3% of the
incoherently scatterd neutrons hit the"analyser". This is a
spherically curved concave "mirror".whose center coincides
with the middle of the target. 2OOO -eilicon single crystals
(diameter 2O mm) are glued onto the inner surface of the
mirror. The adjustment of the (111)-planes of all crystals

4- —3parallel to the spherical surface is better than - 2*1O .
The back-scattered neutrons are counted with a BF3-counting
tube mounted directly behind the target. The energy analysis
is achieved in the following way: The energy of the mono-
chromatic neutrons is varied by doppler shifting the mono-
chroma tor crystal parallel to the incident neutron beam. A
multichannel analyser which stores the detector pulses is
started synchronically with this motion. A chopper which
interupts the monochromatic primary beam and switches on
and off the counter, suppresses higher orders and avoids
direct neutron scattering from the target into the detector
without energy analysis at the mirror.

The energy resolution and intensity of the spectrometer
was tested using a vanadium single crystal as target (fig.6).
The following values have been obtained:

1) Total line with E - (6,2 - °'7) 1O eV

2) Intensity = O,5 Counts/minute
3) Background « O,4 Counts/minute
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b) Experimental results
1. The diffusive broadening of the quasielastic line was
studied on glycerol a?; a function of temperature and water-
content. The experimental results are shown in fig. 7. In
assuming a simple diffusion model, one can deduce from the
quasielastic broadening a E' °- th<2 lins the diffusion
constant D:

where o is Planck's constant,^*» is the transferred momentum.
The obtained values of D fit well to spin~echo~ra«=&surement
values from GroB and Kcsfeld /12/. But there is a discre-
pancy to the values of D obtained by Larson by cold neutron
scattering. We believe that this is due to the coarse energy,
resolution Larson used.
2. Inelastic spin-flip-scattering was done using a target
of polycrystalline V203. if neutrons are scatterd spin-
incoherently, 2/3 suffer a spin-flip-process in which there
is^a change of the magnetic quantum number by a factor one
for the neutron as well' as for the scattering nucleus
(spin I)» Also the energy of the ground level of .the nucleus
changes., if it is located in a magnetic field. This energy
change is transferred to the neutron if the coupling bet-
ween the nuclear spins is small. From the measured energy
change fo the scattered neutrons one can calculate directly
the splitting of the nuclear ground level and the inner
magnetic field.

This was done for V,0 which v?as expected to be magneti-
ocally ordered below ISO K. The experimental result obtained

at a target temperature of 1O5°K. is,shown in fig. 8. From
the magnitude of the. splitting an inner field at the vana-
dium nucleus (175 + 15) KOe was obtained. This value agrees
with a value recently reported by Andres /13/ who was measur-
ing the specific heat of V-O,, at very low temperatures.
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Concluding one can say that the spectrometer is well
suited for the measurement of small .energy changes of

—7 —6neutrons in the range between 1-1O eV to 5-10 eV.
A shortcoming is the relatively large K" -rangs (K ~1,4+Q,2S
A°~ ). This is due to the low intensity.

4. Low Te-Tiper a tur e IjcradI la t ioa jof _Sol ids in the Reactor
( K. _B5n i >igj_

a) The- low temperature irradiation facility
Fig 9. shows at left the reactor swimming pool and the :

reactor bridge on which the reactor core is suspended. The
liquid helium refrigerator of the irradiation facility is
mounted on a second bridge and is connected with the irra-
diation cryostat by a tube system of 8 m length. Liquid
helium from the refrigerator runs ..trough the feedline,
cools the sample and the irradiation cryostat and then re-
turns to the refrigerator /14,1s/.

The irradiation cryostat is surrounded within, the reactor
core by a 1,5 cm thick lead shield which reduces the average
y -radiation heating power from about O.6 Watts/g to about
0.2 Watts/g at 4 MW reactor power. So the cooling capacity
of the refrigerator which is about 180 Watts corresponding
to an evaporation rate of 255 1 liquid helium per hour is
sufficient to keep the irradiation cryostat and samples
with masses up to 40 g at 4.6° K during irradiation. The
maximal dimensions of. the samples are about 1OO mm length
and 15 mm diameter»

After an irradiation the sample can be withdrawn without
warming up into a measuring cryostat which is mounted on
top of the tube system. For each experiment a special
measuring cryostat is necessary which must be designed to
verify the experimentally needed conditions (e.g. furnace,
magnetic field, optical windows, Môfibauer movements and
so on).
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b) Irradiation induced lattice defects
When a metal is irradiated at., liquid helium temperature

in the reactor/ the reost striking change in its physical
properties is due to the production of structural lattice
defects caused by the fast neutron flux (&£sl.4 1O cm"2— i *"'sec " for neutron energies greater than O.I MeV). Compared with
this effect the other components of reactor radiation have
only negligible influence in metals: the thermal neutron

i 13 *"2 —1flux ($t}&3 10 cm sec ) mainly causes nuclear reactions
and therefore radioactivity, arid the \f flux (dose rate82. 10 r/h) mainly produces; heat in the metal. But these
latter two components may get more influence when non-metallic
solids are irx-adiate<3.

If a high energy neutron undergoes a primary collision
with a lattice atom, the atom very likely will gain a re-
coil energy being very much larger than the displacement
energy of about 25 eV which is necessary to push an atom
out of its lattice place and create a single interstitial-
vacancy pair. So the primary knocked-onatom will distribute
its energy in a cascade of atomic collisions ejecting secon-
dary atoms from their lattice sites. The resulting Frenkel•3defect concentration may be rather high up to nearly 1O
Frenkel defects per atom.

These Frenkel defects are only stable at the liquid
helium irradiation temperature. But when - after the irra-
diation - the temperature is increasing slowly, the different
types of structural defects recombine in more or less pro-
nounced temperature ranges, the "annealing stages11. How-
ever, not only recombinations but also configuration changes

. occur during annealing. The presence of the irradiation
induced defects changes most of the physical properties of
the material. There is one group of physical properties
where the change is more or less proportional to the defect
concentration c, e.g. stored energy, electrical resistivity,
lattice parameter, length and so on /16/. For the other
group of"normalized" physical properties only the type of
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the dominant or "average" defect is" effective and not its
concentration , e.g. Hal Icoef fiaient, magne tores is tance
and so on /17/.

Prom a great abundance of possible experiments, fig. IO
shows the anneal ir-« curve for the electrical resistivity
of irradiated aluminium. An isochronal step annealing program
was carried out {10 min holding time) and all measurements
were taken at 4.6° 1C. The dotted curve (right scale) corres-
ponds to the direct measurements whilst the drawn curve
(left scale) is obtained by differentiation.

The Heutron .Gravit Refract ouster to De termine Neutron
Scattering Amplitudes (L. Koester).

The coherent neutron scattering amplitude is a funda-
. mental constant for the interaction of slow neutrons with
nuclei. It is related to the other neutron optical constants
such as the refractive index. The neutron gravity refracto-
roeter suggested by Maier-Leibnitz allows a very accurate
determination of neutron scattering amplitudes. The instru-
ment is shown in fig. H /18,19/. A horizontal beam of slow
neutrons travels 1O4 m through a vacuum tube to a horizontal
mirror. The neutrons obtain a vertical momentum by the
gravity. They are total reflected if this vertical momentum
is too small to penetrate into the mirror material. At the
critical angle of total reflection there exists a relation
between the vertical fall height hy of the neutrons and the
scattering amplitude a:

(NaAtoms/cm2 , ̂ gravitational acceleration, m«neutron mass,
n »Planck's constant)

This means that the scattering amplitude can be measured
with the fall-height of the neutrons, the vertical distance
between the entrance slit and the mirror at the critical
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angle of total reflection. The intensity of neutrons re-
flected from the mirror is measured in dependence of the
height of the mirror. An example of the accuracy of this
method is the coherent scattering amplitude of Bi:

acoh s * <8-5239 ~ 0.0014)«KT13cra

A characteristic reflectivity curve is shown in fig. 12.
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